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Understanding the molecular structure of the electrode--electrolyte interface is essential in elucidating many interfacial electrochemical phenomena such as corrosion, electrocatalysis, and other charge transfer processes. The interfacial structure and composition of the electric double layer should be greatly affected by the electrostatic interactions at the interface induced by surface charging or by adsorbed species, having, for instance, a strong effect on the water structure at the interface.

Platinum is the most important and well‐studied electrode material in terms of technological applications. However, the molecular structure of the electric double layer on platinum has not yet been fully resolved, partially because of the uncertainty about the location of the so‐called potential of zero charge. The potential of zero charge (pzc) of a metal is the potential at which the metal surface in contact with a certain electrolyte has zero excess electronic (free) charge.[1](#anie201911929-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} According to the Gouy--Chapman (GC) theory of the electric double layer, the differential capacitance (*C* ~d~) should have a minimum at the pzc, provided the pzc lies in the double layer potential window of the metal‐electrolyte interface under consideration.[1](#anie201911929-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#anie201911929-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} This capacitance minimum is only observable for dilute electrolytes (ca. 10^−3^  [m]{.smallcaps}) because at higher concentrations the so‐called inner‐layer capacitance or Helmholtz capacitance will dominate. Measurement of the GC capacitance minimum is generally considered to be the most direct observation of the pzc of a metal--electrolyte interface.

The Pt(111)‐electrolyte interface is one of the most studied electrified interfaces in electrochemical surface science and in model studies of electrocatalysis. Knowing its pzc is important for a proper understanding of covalent and electrostatic interactions at this interface. Therefore many studies have aimed at measuring the pzc of Pt(111) in a non‐specifically adsorbing electrolyte such as perchloric acid. Recently, the Alicante group has concluded a value of 0.30 V (vs. SHE) based on three different methods, that is, CO displacement studies,[3](#anie201911929-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#anie201911929-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} peroxodisulfate reduction,[5](#anie201911929-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} and laser‐induced temperature jump measurements of the potential of maximum entropy.[6](#anie201911929-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#anie201911929-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} This value of the pzc of Pt(111) is also in good agreement with recent first‐principles predictions.[8](#anie201911929-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Remarkably, a GC capacitance minimum at the pzc has never been observed for Pt(111) (for a discussion, see ref. [9](#anie201911929-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}).

Pajkossy and Kolb performed double layer capacitance measurements of Pt(111) in perchlorate electrolytes, but not below 0.001 [m]{.smallcaps} concentrations.[10](#anie201911929-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} For mercury, silver and gold electrodes, 0.01 [m]{.smallcaps} has been shown to be dilute enough to observe the GC capacitance minimum and to identify the pzc.[11](#anie201911929-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#anie201911929-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#anie201911929-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Pajkossy and Kolb observed a capacitance maximum at 0.37 V (vs. SHE),[14](#anie201911929-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} which they initially suggested to be related to the pzc of the Pt(111) electrode. However, they reported later that the capacitance peak cannot be related to the pzc as they did not observe a capacitance minimum at the corresponding potential for low electrolyte concentration (1 m[m]{.smallcaps}).[10](#anie201911929-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}

One issue with the reported pzc of Pt(111) of around 0.3 V (vs. SHE) is that this value of the pzc is in the double layer region only for a restricted pH range,[4](#anie201911929-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} ca. 2--5. Given that no capacitance minimum has been observed in a 0.01 [m]{.smallcaps} electrolyte[14](#anie201911929-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} at pH 2, we explore here the double layer capacitance of Pt(111) in dilute non‐specifically adsorbing perchlorate electrolytes at pH 3 and 4. We show the observation of the GC capacitance minimum for Pt(111) in very dilute electrolyte (\<10^−3^  [m]{.smallcaps}) at pH 4, giving a value of the pzc that agrees excellently with the pzc of Pt(111) determined by the Alicante group. By comparing to similar measurements on Au(111), we will show that the difficulty of identifying the pzc of Pt(111) by GC capacitance minimum likely lies in the anomalously large diffuse‐layer GC capacitance of the Pt(111)‐aqueous electrolyte interface.

Figure [1](#anie201911929-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} shows the cyclic voltammetry of Pt(111) in perchlorate electrolyte (plotted as capacitance, that is, current density divided by scan rate) for pH 1 and pH 3 (with and without added KClO~4~). The voltammetry has three distinct regions, as indicated in the Figure: a hydrogen adsorption or hydrogen underpotential deposition (H~ads~) region at 0 \< *E*\<0.4 V~RHE~; a double‐layer (DL) region between 0.4 \< *E*\<0.6 V~RHE~; and an OH adsorption region between 0.6 \< *E*\<0.85 V~RHE~. The H and the OH adsorption features are reversible and shift ca. 59 mV per pH on the NHE scale, in agreement with the Nernst law.[7](#anie201911929-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} In the OH adsorption region, the Pt(111) electrode shows the characteristic "butterfly" signature[15](#anie201911929-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#anie201911929-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} in 0.1 [m]{.smallcaps} HClO~4~ with the ratio of OH peak intensity and the H~UPD~≈2.5, which shows that the Pt(111) electrode is clean and well‐ordered.[17](#anie201911929-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} The surface is also largely free from (110) and (100) steps and defects.

![Cyclic voltammograms of Pt(111) in 0.1 [m]{.smallcaps} HClO~4~ (black solid line), 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} HClO~4~ + 99 m[m]{.smallcaps} KClO~4~ (red dotted line) and 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} HClO~4~ electrolyte (green solid line). Inset: the magnified version of the DL region as marked by a rectangular area. Scan rate=10 mV s^−1^.](ANIE-59-711-g001){#anie201911929-fig-0001}

If the potential of zero charge is at 0.3 V vs. NHE,[5](#anie201911929-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#anie201911929-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} then the pzc is expected at 0.36 V~RHE~ for pH 1 and at 0.48 V~RHE~ for pH 3. Therefore, only for pH 3 the pzc is in the DL window. The cyclic voltammetry for pH 3 shows an additional feature in the double layer region at ≈0.52--0.53 V vs. RHE in the presence of additional KClO~4~ (see the red curve in the inset in Figure [1](#anie201911929-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}), which was first observed by Pajkossy and Kolb, who assumed that the peak was related to the reorganization of interfacial water near the pzc.[14](#anie201911929-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} In the absence of additional salt, we do not observe a capacitance minimum in the double layer region (Figure [1](#anie201911929-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}), even though the pzc should be in the DL window and the 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} electrolyte concentration should be dilute enough given earlier results obtained with mercury, silver and gold.[11](#anie201911929-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#anie201911929-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#anie201911929-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Instead of a capacitance minimum, a capacitance maximum at 0.49 V vs. RHE is observed (see the green curve in the inset in Figure [1](#anie201911929-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) which we assume to be related to the peak observed by Pajkossy and Kolb.[10](#anie201911929-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Measurements to be discussed in future work show that this peak is sensitive to the nature of the electrolyte anions.

Importantly, as shown in Figure [2](#anie201911929-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, a capacitance minimum is observed for a 100 μ[m]{.smallcaps} HClO~4~ electrolyte (pH 4) at 0.525 V vs. RHE, with the capacitance in the double layer region increasing with an increase in the ionic strength of the electrolyte. These observations are in good qualitative agreement with the GC theory, and the minimum agrees very well with the pzc of 0.30 V~NHE~ reported by the Alicante group. Note that for an ionic strength of 5 m[m]{.smallcaps}, the capacitance curve shows a maximum, which we assume to be related to the capacitance maximum observed by Pajkossy and Kolb (the same maximum as shown in Figure [1](#anie201911929-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} for pH 3). The development of the capacitance plots in Figure [2](#anie201911929-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} with increasing electrolyte concentration can then be understood as a combination of an inner‐layer Helmholtz capacitance with a maximum at a potential different from the pzc, and a GC capacitance with a minimum at the pzc. This may result in a "camel‐shaped" capacitance plot with two maxima and one minimum for intermediate electrolyte concentrations (see the curves for 0.5 and 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} ionic strength).

![a) Capacitance curves obtained from the cyclic voltammograms of Pt(111) in 0.1 m[m]{.smallcaps} HClO~4~+*x* m[m]{.smallcaps} NaClO~4~ (pH 4), the shaded areas show the H~ads~ and OH~ads~ regions. b) Magnified view of the capacitance curves in the double‐layer region showing the GC capacitance minimum at the potential of zero charge at 0.53 V (vs. RHE), that is, 0.30 V vs. NHE. Scan rate=10 mV s^−1^.](ANIE-59-711-g002){#anie201911929-fig-0002}

The capacitance minimum was also observed in other non‐specifically adsorbing electrolytes such as hydrofluoric acid (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). It confirms that a ionic strength below 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} is needed to observe the GC capacitance minimum of Pt(111) at the pzc. To confirm the suitability of our simple CV method for capacitance measurements, we also carried out similar experiments to identify the pzc of Au(111); these results are shown in Figure [3](#anie201911929-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. The capacitance minimum at the pzc can be observed at higher concentrations of the electrolyte (ca. 5 m[m]{.smallcaps}) than for the experiments with Pt(111). These capacitance curves agree very well with those in the literature,[13](#anie201911929-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} even though the conditions (primarily pH) are slightly different. The pzc of Au(111) is 0.69 V vs. RHE at pH 3 or 0.51 V vs. NHE, in good agreement with earlier reports.[19](#anie201911929-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#anie201911929-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}

![a) Capacitance curves obtained from the cyclic voltammograms of Au(111) in 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} HClO~4~+*x* m[m]{.smallcaps} NaClO~4~ (pH 3). b) Magnified view of the capacitance curves showing the GC capacitance minimum at the potential of zero charge at 0.69 V (vs. RHE). Scan rate=10 mV s^−1^.](ANIE-59-711-g003){#anie201911929-fig-0003}

To analyze the reason why such low electrolyte concentrations are needed to observe the GC capacitance minimum on Pt(111), we perform a Parsons‐Zobel (PZ) analysis, as illustrated in Figure [4](#anie201911929-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}. In a PZ plot, one plots the measured inverse capacitance obtained at various ionic strengths vs. the expected inverse diffuse double‐layer capacitance predicted by the Gouy--Chapman theory.[21](#anie201911929-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} Extrapolation to infinitely high *C* ~GC~ gives the inner‐layer or Helmholtz capacitance, and for the ideal electrode--electrolyte interface with the diffuse layer capacitance following the Gouy--Chapman theory, the slope of the PZ plot should be unity. Figure [4](#anie201911929-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} gives the Parsons‐Zobel plots of our data for Pt(111) and Au(111), together with the classical data of Grahame for a mercury electrode.[22](#anie201911929-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} For the mercury electrode, the slope is indeed close to one, but for Au(111) and especially for Pt(111), the slope deviates very significantly from 1. According to Parsons and Zobel, specific adsorption may lead to a PZ slope smaller than 1. The significant deviation of the slope from unity in the case of Au(111) and Pt(111) suggests there are stronger ion interactions with Pt and Au compared to the Hg electrode, even though there is no evidence from the voltammetry that there is actual chemisorption of ions (as evidenced by the fact that the capacitances in perchlorate and fluoride media are very similar; see Figures [1](#anie201911929-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} and S1). Another way of interpreting a PZ slope smaller than 1 is that the "real" diffuse‐layer capacitance is higher than predicted by GC theory. As the GC capacitance is inversely proportional to the Debye screening length, this implies better screening (shorter Debye length) than predicted by GC theory. Basically, the double layer on Pt(111) (and to some extent also on Au(111)) is much more compact than what it should be according to GC, because the electrolyte (water + ions) interacts stronger with Pt than with Au and Hg.

![Parsons--Zobel plot, 1/*C* ~d~ vs. 1/*C* ~GC~: *C* ~d~ values were obtained from the capacitance curves at the pzc of Pt(111) and Au(111) at various ionic strengths in Figure [2](#anie201911929-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} b and Figure [3](#anie201911929-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} b, respectively. Data for the Hg electrode were taken from ref. [22](#anie201911929-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}.](ANIE-59-711-g004){#anie201911929-fig-0004}

Even if Figure [4](#anie201911929-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} suggests that the GC capacitance is anomalously high on Pt(111) (and on Au(111) as well, though less), the linearity of the PZ plot indicates that it still scales with concentration in the same way as in the GC theory. This would imply an "effective" *C* ~GC~, given by \[Eq. [(1)](#anie201911929-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}\]:$$C_{GC}^{M} \approx K_{M}c^{1/2}$$

where *c* is the bulk concentration of the electrolyte, and *K* ~M~ is a metal‐dependent effective screening constant. If Equation (1) applies, the slope of the PZ plot is $K_{M}^{GC}/K_{M}$ , with $K_{M}^{GC} = \mspace{720mu}\left( \frac{2\epsilon_{s}\epsilon_{0}}{k_{B}T} \right)^{1/2}e_{0}$ for a 1:1 electrolyte, with *ϵ* ~s~ the dielectric constant of the (interfacial) solvent, *ϵ* ~0~ the permittivity of vacuum, and the other symbols having their usual meaning.[1](#anie201911929-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#anie201911929-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} For mercury, *K* ~M~ is approximated well by the classic Gouy‐Chapman theory, that is, *K* ~M~≈$K_{M}^{GC}$ . For Pt(111), *K* ~M~ is much higher than $K_{M}^{GC}$ , and hence the PZ slope is much smaller than 1. Our current interpretation is that *K* ~M~ expresses the accumulation of ions in the region of the outer Helmholtz plane due to specific not purely electrostatic interactions, which are not incorporated in the classic GC theory, but which apparently still scale with concentration as in GC theory. More experimental and computational work will have to reveal the correct model for the anomalously high value of *K* ~M~ for Pt(111).

From Figures [2](#anie201911929-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#anie201911929-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} it is apparent that not only the diffuse‐layer capacitance is higher on Pt(111) than on Au(111), but also the Helmholtz capacitance. Pt(111) has a ≈2 times higher inner layer capacitance than Au(111) (see the capacitance curves at 5 m[m]{.smallcaps} electrolyte for Pt(111) and 100 m[m]{.smallcaps} electrolyte for Au(111), where both do not show the GC capacitance minimum). The extrapolation from the PZ plot to zero *C* ~GC~ ^−1^ suggests an even larger difference. The higher inner‐layer capacity suggests a higher polarizability of the interfacial water, for instance through a strong change in water orientation with electric field. Iwasita et al. observed such a change in the orientation of adsorbed water at around 0.35 V (vs. RHE) for a pH 1 solution using in situ FTIR spectroscopy,[23](#anie201911929-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} in agreement with value of 0.30 V~NHE~ for the pzc of Pt(111). Also, the effective interfacial dielectric constant of water will be different from its bulk value, and will depend on the structure of water[24](#anie201911929-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#anie201911929-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#anie201911929-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} and the nature of the interface.[27](#anie201911929-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Using first‐principles electronic structure calculations, Le et al. showed significant differences between the charge density distribution of interfacial water at different metal surfaces, which would lead to different inner‐layer capacitances.[8](#anie201911929-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

In conclusion, we have determined the double layer properties and the potential of zero charge (pzc) of Pt(111) in perchlorate solution by identifying the Gouy--Chapman capacitance minimum. The value of 0.30 V~NHE~ agrees very well with the value obtained by other methods.[3](#anie201911929-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#anie201911929-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#anie201911929-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#anie201911929-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#anie201911929-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} In contrast to double‐layer measurements on gold or mercury electrodes, the Gouy--Chapman capacitance minimum is only observed at electrolyte concentrations lower than 10^−3^  [m]{.smallcaps}, and only if the pH is between 2 and 5. In practice this means that the GC capacitance minimum can be measured only near pH 4. We stress that although the pzc of Pt(111) can only be identified at anomalously low electrolyte concentration, the value of the pzc is valid for all concentrations of perchloric acid, and hence relevant to all electrochemical experiments of Pt(111) in perchloric acid. The reason why the observation of the GC capacitance minimum of Pt(111) has remained so elusive in the past, has been partially clarified by a Parsons‐Zobel analysis of the capacitance data at different ionic strengths. This analysis suggests that the "effective screening" in the diffuse part of the double layer of a Pt(111)‐aqueous perchlorate interface is much better than predicted by the Gouy--Chapman theory. We hypothesize that this is related to the strong interaction of the water and the electrolyte with the Pt surface, leading to a concomitant distribution (accumulation) of ions that does not follow a purely electrostatic mean‐field Poisson--Boltzmann distribution. Our result lays the foundation for a detailed exploration of interfacial phenomena at the Pt‐electrolyte interface, contributing to a more in‐depth understanding of the reactivity of this important interface.

Experimental Section {#anie201911929-sec-0002}
====================

Electrochemical investigations were performed at room temperature on a Bio‐Logic VSP300 potentiostat, in a three‐electrode setup where a Pt(111) single crystal bead (area=0.08 cm^2^), a Pt wire and an internal Reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) were used as working, counter and reference electrode, respectively. The Pt(111) crystal was grown and polished by following the procedure as described in Arulmohzi et al.[28](#anie201911929-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#anie201911929-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Experiments were performed in a standard glass cell, except for measurements using hydrofluoric acid, which were carried out in a fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP, Nalgene) electrochemical cell. All glassware was cleaned in a mixture of H~2~SO~4~ and potassium permanganate overnight, followed by rinsing with a mixture of H~2~SO~4~ and H~2~O~2~. Before use, the glassware was rinsed and boiled several times with ultrapure water. Prior to each measurement, the Pt(111) single crystal was flame annealed and cooled down to room temperature in an Ar:H~2~ (4:1) environment.[30](#anie201911929-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} Subsequently, the crystal was protected with a drop of water saturated with the same gas mixture and transferred to the electrochemical cell. The electrochemical measurements were performed with the single‐crystal electrode in hanging meniscus configuration. All the experiments were performed by first acquiring a blank voltammogram of the Pt(111) in the 0.1 [m]{.smallcaps} HClO~4~ electrolyte solution purged with Ar (Linde Gas, HiQ Ar 6.0) to ensure the cleanliness and order of both the cell and the electrode. During the measurement, an Ar blanket above the electrolyte was created to avoid interference of oxygen from air. Afterwards, all the measurements were done in the appropriate perchlorate electrolyte purged with Ar. The capacitance curves were obtained by voltammetry at low scan rate (10 mV s^−1^) and dividing the current density by the scan rate. The high solution resistance of the diluted electrolytes was corrected using IR compensation. The capacitance values obtained in this way agree very well with literature capacitance values obtained by impedance measurements.[10](#anie201911929-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#anie201911929-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#anie201911929-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Electrolytes were made from ultrahigh pure water (Milli‐Q, 18.2 ΜΩ cm), high purity reagents HClO~4~ (60 % Suprapur, Sigma), NaClO~4~ (99.99 %, Sigma), NaF (99.99 %, suprapur, Millipore, Germany) and HF (40 %, suprapur, Sigma).
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